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Fine-tuning Orienteering Australia team competitions – discussion paper

There are three major team competitions involving the broader orienteering community (as
opposed to elite-based competitions such as the National Orienteering League) conducted by
Orienteering Australia. These are:

 The Champion Club award, based on the Australian 3-Days
 The Orienteering Australia Shield, based on the Australian Long Distance Championships
 The Xanthorrhoea Trophy, based on the Australian Relays

These competitions have all been in place for many years (the last two date from the 1970s or
1980s, the first in its current form from the late 1990s, having originally been contested on the
Australian Relays when that was a club competition) and have not been significantly reviewed in 20
years or more, during which time some changes have taken place in the underlying events. Whilst all
competitions are well established and it is intended to continue them, some issues need to be
considered to ensure that they are consistent with the present-day event structure.

Champion Club Trophy

The major complication with this event is determining which club each potential pointscorer belongs
to. This is no longer defined in the OA Competition Rules (historically, a competitor’s ‘club of first
claim’ was defined as the club under which they entered in the year’s first National Fixture List (itself
a superseded concept) event), but in recent years has been taken as the club under which the
competitor enters the event. However, this has been complicated further in recent years because
National League competitors are now listed in Eventor under their NOL team rather than their club
(to facilitate NOL calculations), so finding out which clubs the scoring competitors in the elite classes
belong to has required manual intervention (and sometimes a certain amount of detective work).

Some questions to consider here:

 At present, mostly to allow time to do calculations before a final-day presentation, the
points are based on placings as of the end of day 2 (which will also include the prologue for
elite classes) – do we want to continue this?

 Do we want to retain the elite classes as part of the competition? If so, how can we more
effectively have the information available about which clubs the competitors belong to?

OA Shield and Xanthorrhoea Trophy

The OA Shield was established when there was only one Australian individual championship (the
Long). Do we want to continue using the Long Distance only, or count points from all three individual
championships? (the latter would obviously be more complex to manage, but at the same time
would cover the full range of championship activity).

There appear to be no obvious issues with the Xanthorrhoea Trophy (other than the general issues
below).

General issues covering all events



The current rules for all three competitions were drawn up at a time when the class structure
consisted entirely of age-based E, A, AS and B classes. Whilst this structure is broadly in place, a few
additional classes have appeared, most commonly non-age-based Open Easy and Very Easy classes,
and M/W10N classes. This raises the questions:

 Should Open Easy and Very Easy classes be treated as equivalent to B classes, not included
at all, or something else?

 Should M/W10N classes be included, and if so, as equivalent to what level?
 Where both an E and an A class is offered, should the A class (which in most cases will have

only a handful of competitors) carry the same points as the E class, or something less
(perhaps equivalent to AS?).
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